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1 IntrodutionFirms fae a signi�ant level of disretion in deiding how to organize their prodution proess.For a given set of tehnologial onstraints a �rm an ahieve a ertain level of prodution usingdi�erent proportions of inputs (e.g. labor, apital, basi resoures, intermediate goods). Thesehoies a�et the �rm's struture of osts and laims, and thus have likely impliations for theriskiness of its ash �ows. The level of labor intensity is a prominent example of suh a hoie.Labor expenses are known to be relatively stable over time and are senior to investors' laims.They a�et mehanially the variability of residual ash �ows and should therefore be re�etedin �rm valuations.The �nanial e�ets of labor have reently been studied with respet to their quasi-�xednature (e.g. Danthine and Donaldson (2002), Merz and Yashiv (2007)), the in�exibility dueto unionization (Chen, Kaperzyk, and Ortiz-Molina (2011)), and the impliations of labormobility (Donangelo (2011)). In all of these studies labor exposure generates some kind ofoperating in�exibility and thereby inreases a �rm's risk.It is empirially hallenging, however, to attribute observed regularities to a pure labore�et. In fat, the inter-industry variability in labor intensity is high (see Donangelo (2011)).Portfolio sorts based on labor intensity are likely to onentrate �rms from apital intensiveindustries (say Primary Metal Industries) at one end, and from labor intensive industries (likeBusiness Servies) at the other end. The sensitivity of these industries to aggregate fators islikely to be very di�erent. Any observed e�et in suh sorted portfolios may not neessarilybe solely related to the labor exposure per se.The objetive of this paper is to isolate a pure e�et of labor intensity on the riskiness of�rms' operations and on their stok returns. We propose to measure labor intensity relativeto an industry �normal� (the SIC3 median). We de�ne two relative labor intensity (RLI)measures using assets per employee and operating assets per employee. Sorting based on arelative measure of labor intensity gives all industries almost equal hanes of being representedat both ends of the distribution of labor intensity. Our approah is similar in spirit to anindustry-mathed estimation of the e�et of labor intensity.2



There are at least three possible reasons why labor intensity ould a�et �rm risk. First,in presene of high labor adjustment osts the labor expenses are quasi-�xed and produean operating leverage e�et. Seond, if labor produtivity volatility is muh higher than thevolatility of unit wages, then labor exposure reates also an operating risk. Note that this istrue even if adjustment osts are moderate. Third, labor intensive �rms simply fae a higherhuman apital turnover risk. They are relatively more vulnerable to losses of human apitaldue to layo�s.We show that relative labor intensity is positively related to operating leverage, at leastin small and medium-sized �rms. This higher operating leverage is re�eted in individualstok returns. Small and mid-sized �rms have a positive assoiation between returns and laborintensity, even if we ontrol for other traditional �rm-level determinants of returns. A similaronlusion is present in sorted portfolios' average returns: a strong e�et of RLI in small �rmsportfolios, and an e�et of RLI on equally weighted returns of mid-ap portfolios.Time series regressions of double sorted portfolios on�rm previous results, but also revealan interesting link between mappings on the B/M fator (HML) and abnormal returns ofRLI-sorted portfolios. We �nd positive abnormal returns on Large �rms with low RLI, andthey appear aompanied with a partiularly strong negative mapping on the HML fator. Weshow that these abnormal returns on Large �rms ourred during the late 1990s' period of thehigh-teh boom.In previous literature the B/M fator was suggested to apture the e�ets of operatingleverage (see e.g. Carlson, Fisher, and Giammarino (2004)). One of the main messages of ourpaper is that the B/M fator does pik up a part of the risks indued by labor intensity, butsome abnormal returns patterns survive even in a 4-fator setting.To judge the three alternative mehanisms through whih labor intensity a�ets �rm risk,we split our sample based on the level of industry wages. The latter is a proxy for both theimportane of human apital and the level of adjustment osts. Our �ndings do not seemto be onsistent with either an adjustment osts story, or a human apital turnover story.Though statistially weak, our results seem only onsistent with a mehanism based on the3



wedge between volatile produtivity and stiky wages.Lastly, we show that �nanial leverage a�ets the relationship between labor intensity andexpeted stok returns. We show that stok returns are at least moderately inreasing in laborintensity for �rms having a medium-level of debt.The paper is organized as follows. We �rst present related literature and then formulate ourhypotheses in setion 2. We onstrut our proxies for labor intensity in setion 3. We analyzethe e�ets of labor intensity on operating leverage in setion 5. We study individual stokreturns in setion 6.2. Average portfolio returns are analyzed in setion 6.3, while time-seriesregressions of portfolio returns are presented in setion 6.4.2 Bakground and problem formulationResearh on operating leverage and returns goes bak at least to Lev (1974) who shows in a sim-ple analytial framework that operating leverage inreases the systemati risk of a ompany'sstok. Mankelder and Rhee (1984) formalize the relationship between a stok's systemati riskand the operating and �nanial leverage of the ompany's fundamentals. The authors �ndthat these two omponents explain a large part of ompanies' beta and they �nd support forthe hypothesis of a trade-o� between the two soures.In a more reent study Penman, Rihardson and Tuna (2007) deompose the B/M ratio intoa B/M omponent of assets (apturing operating leverage) and a �nanial leverage omponent.The authors �nd that onditionally on the asset B/M ratio, �nanial leverage earns a surprisingnegative premium. Gomes and Shmid (2009) use the idea of hanging �rm risk over the �rm'slife yle to explain these empirial puzzles of �nanial leverage and stok returns. Theirinvestment-based asset priing model expliitly takes into aount the endogeneity of �naningand investment deisions. Spei�ally, highly levered �rms tend to be large and with lowerunderlying asset risk. On the other hand, small �rms are, within their general model, moresubjet to operating leverage and they fae (relatively) higher �xed osts of bankrupty (p.487).Operating leverage plays an important role in the real options literature. In partiular,Carlson, Fisher and Giammarino (2004) model �rms holding a �nite number of growth options4



on projets with onstant asset risk. The exerise of options materializes in inreased operatingleverage. If the �xed osts are proportional to the apital level, a B/M e�et arises fromthe interation of these �xed ost ommitments and the variability of the aggregate demandonditions.The role of labor indued operating leverage is the fous of Danthine and Donaldson (2002).They motivate their model by the observation that the aggregate labor share is highly variableover the business yle, suggesting that risk transfers our between providers of labor andapital. The seniority of labor expenses generates operating risk for equity holders whih, if itremains uninsurable, inreases the risk premium on equity laims. This result is obtained atthe aggregate level by separating agents into workers with no partiipation in �nanial marketsand investors with no labor inome.Merz and Yashiv (2007) adapt the adjustment ost framework from the orporate invest-ment literature and apply it to both investment and hiring deisions. They show that inthis setting �rm value is determined by both the apital stok and the total employment of aompany. This result obtains due to a positive shadow prie of employment in this setting gen-erated by adjustment osts. There is no link between the riskiness of earnings and the level ofemployment in this model. Bazdresh, Belo and Lin (2008) extend this reasoning and provideempirial and theoretial evidene that both investment and hiring deisions help explain theross setion of returns. In partiular, their forward-looking nature makes them a good proxyfor the onditional beta of the �rm (idea already formulated by Merz and Yashiv, 2007).Our paper is losely related to Gourio (2007). He starts with the stylized fat that wages donot fully adjust to hanges in labor produtivity due to rigidities. Labor intensive �rms have along position in the volatile labor produtivity and a short position in less volatile wages. Thismehanism is akin to operating leverage and results in higher pro-yliality of earnings. Thehigher the labor share of a ompany (or, equivalently, the lower the apital share) the morepro-ylial are the earnings. In his own words ��rms whih have high labor osts `leverage' thesmoothness of wages� Gourio (2007, p. 8). Given a prodution tehnology a �rm with a higheridiosynrati fator produtivity will have a higher apital share if and only if the elastiity5



of substitution is less than unity. In the empirial appliation he shows that the sensitivity oforporate earnings is inreasing in labor leverage, i.e. systemati risk is also inreasing. This�nding is used to develop a two-fator asset priing model based on aggregate real wage andtotal fator produtivity. High B/M �rms have higher betas on the produtivity fator andlower beta on the wage fator.Donangelo (2011) develops a similar idea based on workers' interindustry mobility. Heargues that highly mobile workers prevent �rms from adjusting wages downwards followingadverse industry-spei� shoks. This inreases earnings' exposure to these shoks and gener-ates an operating leverage e�et. He develops an industry measure of labor mobility and showsthat it is positively assoiated with operating leverage and expeted stok returns. One aveatregarding the empirial results is that the measure of labor mobility seems to pik up mostlymanufaturing industries as highly mobile. The observed returns di�erentials ould thereforebe related to a setoral story instead.The objetive of this study is to isolate a pure e�et of labor intensity. In partiular, wewish to study an e�et that is orthogonal to industry e�ets (yliality of demand, ompeti-tive mehanisms, tehnology life-yle). Our empirial approah is therefore to measure laborintensity of �rms relative to their industry normal level. By onstrution, eah industry on-tributes to both the high and the low end of the distribution of the relative measure of laborintensity. We address two researh questions. Does relative labor intensity a�et ompanies'operating leverage? If yes, is this additional risk aptured by traditional risk fators or does itgenerate abnormal returns?Based on the previous disussion of the literature we formulate two researh hypotheses:H1: Labor intensive �rms have a higher level of fundamental risk. There are atleast three possible mehanisms through whih labor intensity ould a�et �rm risk.First, if there are signi�ant adjustment osts on labor (as in Merz and Yashiv (2007),Bazdresh et al. (2008)), labor adjustments are lumpy and �rms will ommonly operate aboveor below optimum levels. In this ase labor expense is a quasi-�xed ost and generates operatingleverage. 6



Seond, if there is a wedge between a stiky wage and a volatile produtivity, then laborintensive �rms will have more leveraged earnings (Gourio (2007), Donangelo (2011)). Note thatthis mehanism will hold even if adjustment osts are low, sine the argument is formulatedin terms of wage and produtivity per unit of labor. In downturns, output per unit of labordereases more than the per unit ost of labor dragging down operating margins. This e�etwill be stronger in labor intensive �rms.Third, labor intensive �rms fae a higher labor turnover risk. Investments in human apitalare ompletely lost in downsizing, as opposed to a partial reovery of osts in the ase of disposalof physial apital. Labor intensive �rms ould be less willing to redue sale in downturns, atleast in human apital intensive industries. Again, this would lead to a higher level of operatingleverage.H2 - Due to riskier fundamentals, labor intensive �rms earn higher average returns.Operating leverage ampli�es the variability of earnings following shoks to sales. These shoksan either re�et the state of the eonomy, or be �rm-spei�. At least a part of the additionalrisk borne by labor intensive �rms is systemati and should be re�eted in higher betas. Inpartiular, if the B/M fator (HML) aptures the e�ets of operating leverage, then it shouldpik up the additional systemati risk of labor intensive �rms.3 Measuring labor intensityThe ideal measure of labor intensity would be derived from the Compustat item Sta� expense(�eld 42, �xlr�). saled by some measure of the size of operations like sales. However, theexpense �eld is only available for less than 10% of �rm-years in the Compustat database.We therefore use another labor-related item, one that is provided almost systematially,Number of employees (�eld 29, �emp�). We take into aount di�erenes in size by taking theworkfore size relative to a referene asset group. Throughout the paper we will atually usethe inverse, i.e. assets per employee variables. We use two referene asset groups to onstruttwo raw measures of labor intensity: 7



• APE - total assets per employee,
• OAPE - operating assets (assets minus ash & S-T instruments) per employee.There are at least two problems with using suh raw measures of labor intensity. First,labor is not a homogeneous fator aross industries and di�erent industries require a di�erentblend of skilled vs. non-skilled labor (see Bazdresh et al., 2008). Therefore 100 employeesin the mining industry are not diretly omparable to the same number of employees in themedial instruments industry.Seond, prodution tehnologies are very di�erent aross industries (and arguably evenaross �rms), so di�erent industries may require very di�erent levels of labor intensity at theoptimum. Sorting based on these raw measures would lead to portfolios onentrated in spei�industries. Results observed aross suh sorted portfolios ould as well be driven by some otherlatent variable and not diretly related to labor intensity per se.Our answer to these issues is to use a measure of relative labor intensity. We de�ne relativelabor intensity as the raw measure of labor intensity of �rm i divided by the median of its3-digit SIC industry, minus one. For example, relative labor intensity measured by assets peremployee is de�ned for �rm i at date t asAPErel

it =
APEitAPESIC3

it

− 1.De�ned in this fashion, our measure of relative labor is bounded below by −1. This measureis similar in spirit to the tehnologial natural hedge by MaKay and Phillips (2005). Withoutfurther preision the aronyms APE and OAPE will hereinafter refer to these relative measuresof labor intensity.4 DataWe use data on U.S. inorporated publi ompanies from the Compustat CRSP mergeddatabase. We exlude �nanial ompanies (SIC odes between 6000 and 6999) and utilities(SIC 4900 to 4999). We require valid (and positive, where appliable) values for total assets,8



total liabilities, property, plant&equipment, debt, ash, employees, shares outstanding, shareprie, sales, net inome, operating inome, depreiation, osts of goods sold, ommon and pre-ferred dividends. We exlude �rm-years with book assets below $10 million or with ommonequity below $5 million, both in onstant 1994 dollars.Book equity is total assets minus total liabilities minus preferred stok (standard Fama-Frenh order in the de�nition of preferred stok) plus balane sheet deferred taxes and invest-ment tax redits. B/M of equity is de�ned as book equity divided by share prie times sharesoutstanding. We winsorize ratio variables at the 1% level to minimize the in�uene of extremevariables in regressions. When sorting portfolios on measures of relative labor leverage weuse labor exposure data from �sal year t-1. Our sample period on annual �nanial data is1975-2009.We present summary statistis in table 1. Sample �rms have a median size of approx. 170million 1994 dollars and 1,300 employees. Median ROA is about 6.7%, median B/M of assets1.3 and median real sales growth 5.8%. Firms invest about 4.8% of their assets. We present inpanels B through D some desriptive statistis for the 1st, 3rd and 5th quintile groups sortedon a proxy of relative labor intensity (inversely sorted on assets per employee minus SIC3median). The most labor intensive �rms are smaller and slightly more pro�table. They alsohave a lower and less volatile sales growth and a higher investment rate.Our monthly returns data from CRSP over the period July 1976 to Deember 2009 (weneed a �rst year of fundamentals data in order to sort portfolios). When merging returns datawith Compustat variables we only keep primary joiner issues. We perform portfolio sorts atthe end of June of eah year t. We use B/M equity ratios as of Deember of year t-1, marketapitalization data as of June of year t, and aounting data as well as relative labor exposuresfrom �sal year t-1 ensuring that all sorts are performed using available data as of the sortdate. The monthly fator returns as well as the risk-free rate ome from Kenneth Frenh's webpage.We adjust average returns following the methodology by Daniel, Grinblatt, Titman, andWermers (1997) and Wermers (2004) and use Russ Wermers's benhmark data.11http://www.smith.umd.edu/faulty/rwermers/ftpsite/Dgtw/overpage.htm.9



5 Labor intensity and operating leverageIn this part we establish the e�et of labor intensity on the operating leverage of �rms. Tothis end we independently sort �rms into 3× 5 groups eah year using previous year's size (3groups) and relative labor intensity (5 groups). The size groups are de�ned using the 20thand 50th NYSE apitalization perentiles. Relative labor intensity groups are de�ned basedon previous year's distribution quintiles.The degree of operating leverage is originally de�ned as the perentage hange of operatingearnings in response to a one perent hange in units sold. In general �rms sell more than onetype of produt and therefore a feasible spei�ation is to use sales instead of units sold (seefor example Lev (1974)). The basi spei�ation that we estimate is:
∆ln(OIit) = αk + βk∆ln(Salesit) + ǫit (1)We run a separate estimation for eah group k (one of the 15 size-RLI groups) on all �rms

i ∈ k in year t. To deal with the problem of orporate events (mergers, spino�s, large assetdisposals) that ould seriously bias the year-over-year growth rates of either sales or OI, weexlude �rm-years whih have an asset growth above +100% or below −50%.We estimate the equation using a �rm-wise Fama-MaBeth proedure following Skoulakis(2008). We start by time-demeaning the data for eah size-RLI group. Then for eah �rmin a given group we run a time-series regression. We require at least 5 observations per �rmwithin that given group. We then average the oe�ient estimates over the �rms within thegroup to obtain point estimates. We estimate the oe�ient SEs based on the dispersion of�rm estimates.We present in table 2 the results of our estimation. In panel A we use assets per employee asmeasure of RLI. In small �rms, the di�erene between the most and the least labor intensivegroups is about 0.6 points. Operating leverage inreases slightly from H to RLI3 but thedi�erene remains low. The R-squared indiates that there is more residual variability in themost leveraged group. Small �rms with a high RLI have therefore both a higher operating10



leverage and more volatile earnings. In medium-sized �rms, the relationship is not ompletelymonotoni. Operating leverage is learly dereasing from RLI4 to L. The H group, however,has only a slightly higher oe�ient than the L group. In large �rms there is no apparentrelationship between operating leverage and RLI. The mid-RLI group is the most operatingleveraged one. Lastly, the R-squareds are in general higher in the big size groups, suggestingthat residual volatility is lowest in big �rms.In panel B the results using operating assets per employee are broadly similar. In small �rmsthe H−L di�erene, at 0.37 points, is smaller than in panel A but still eonomially signi�ant.The oe�ients in RLI4 and RLI3 are higher than in the previous ase. There is however alear positive di�erene between the left and the right end of the small �rms oe�ients. Inmedium-sized �rms, the pattern is less lear ut than in panel A. The dereasing patter isbroadly preserved in the RLI4 to L groups, but the H oe�ient is learly the lowest. Again,a non-monotoni pattern appears with the RLI3 group having the highest oe�ient.The analysis in this part yielded partial evidene in favor of our H1 hypothesis. Operatingleverage is inreasing in relative labor intensity in small �rms. There was some evidene of asimilar e�et in medium-sized �rms. Large �rms do not show any similar relationship.6 Expeted stok returns6.1 Sorting methodologyWe now turn to stok returns data to inspet whether the risk patterns that we doumentedin the previous setion have any impliations in terms of stok returns. In setion 6.2 dealingwith individual stok returns we use the levels of the RLI proxies along with other variablesdoumented to be �rm-level determinants of stok returns (size, B/M, momentum).In setions 6.3 and 6.4 we onstrut portfolio sorts based on the two measures of relativelabor intensity, APE and OAPE. We also perform independent double sorts based on sizeand RLI measures. Our sorting methodology respets the standard approah (see for instaneFama and Frenh (2008)). Spei�ally, we independently sort portfolios at the end of June of11



year t by market apitalization and by a proxy for relative labor intensity (RLI). We use thequintiles of the RLI distribution that exludes small �rms (to avoid their over-in�uene dueto their high number). We keep this portfolio struture onstant when alulating July t toJune t + 1 returns. We de�ne three size groups based on the 20th and 50th NYSE marketapitalization perentiles in June t. We sort �rms into �ve groups based on the year t − 1RLI distribution quintiles. The H portfolio (L portfolio) is the 20% of observations with thehighest (lowest) RLI i.e. the least (most) assets per employee as of June t.6.2 Individual stok returnsIn table 3 we run regressions of individual stok returns on �rm-level determinants. We usethe time-wise Fama-MaBeth methodology, as this time we have a larger number of dates (402monthly observations). Every month we run a ross-setional regression of returns on a set of�rm-level determinants. We then take the average of the estimated oe�ients over all months.We estimate the standard error with a Newey-West 4 lags orretion and provide a t-statistifor oe�ients. We also report average R-squared from the ross-setional regressions.Panel A, based on the relative APE measure, on�rms that there is a signi�ant positiveassoiation between labor intensity and expeted stok returns. In the standalone spei�a-tion, the oe�ient is signi�ant (about 4 standard deviations from zero) but the explainedvariability is very low (R-squared of 0.1%). When used alongside Size, the APE oe�ientremains signi�ant while size's oe�ient is below the 10% signi�ane threshold. Interest-ingly, the R-squared improves more than ten times. The APE signi�ane survives when usedalongside the B/M and the previous return momentum variables. Lastly, when all variables areused altogether, the APE oe�ient remains about 3.6 standard deviations from zero, whilethe size oe�ient is further redued and not signi�ant.Panel B provides an idential piture. In all spei�ations the relative OAPE variableretains a signi�ant oe�ient, at least 3.7 standard deviations from zero. Size is again loseto but below the 10% signi�ane level in the spei�ation with APE, but loses its signi�aneompletely in the all variables spei�ation. 12



Our results suggest that a �rm that has a labor intensity 100% below its industry median(i.e. its APE is double the industry APE) earns on average a lower return by about 1% peryear. The low R-squared obtained by the APE/OAPE variables is worth being disussed. Onthe one hand, it is not surprising given that we regress monthly returns of individual stoks ona �rm harateristi that is relatively stable over time and hanges only one a year. On theother hand, it adds a aveat to our results. At a minimum, in order to bene�t from the returndi�erential through a long-short position an investor has to onstrut a very well diversi�edportfolio that redues the variability of individual stok returns.Given the results from setion 5 we further inspet whether these abnormal returns inindividual stok returns persist in all size groups (our approah is similar to Fama and Frenh(2008)). Table 4 presents results using the APE proxy. In the small �rms subsample (<20thNYSE perentile) the oe�ient of the labor intensity proxy is negative and signi�ant, about4 standard deviations below zero. The medium-sized subsample (between the 20th and 50thNYSE perentiles) shows a lower oe�ient in absolute terms that is still signi�ant (about1.7 standard deviations below zero). The large subsample (>50th NYSE perentile) also hasa negative oe�ient but it is learly not signi�ant (0.72 standard deviations below zero).In summary, individual stok returns show a statistially signi�ant e�et of the two laborintensity proxies but the variability explained by this variable is very small. The e�et ismostly due to small and medium-sized �rms. The oe�ient in the large ap subsample doeshave the same negative sign, but is not signi�ant.6.3 Average returns of sorted portfoliosWe now use our sorting proedure detailed in setion 6.1 to analyze average returns of size/RLIsorted portfolios. Our results for the two RLI proxies are presented in tables 5 (APE) and6 (OAPE). In a �rst step we alulate value weighted and equally weighted average returnsfor eah month in our sample period from July 1976 to Deember 2009. We then alulatesimple averages over all 402 months. We alulate exess returns against the risk-free rate(Kenneth Frenh data) and adjusted returns with respet to their DGTW benhmarks based13



on size, B/M and momentum (following Daniel et al. (1997), and Wermers (2004), using RussWermers's data).Table 5 again suggests that there is some relationship between labor intensity (APE proxy)and average returns. In Panel A using all �rms we observe that equally-weighted average exessreturns are dereasing in APE, while value-weighted returns are somewhat dereasing as well.The di�erene H−L is about 34 bp for E-W returns and about 9 bp for V-W exess returns,but only the former is signi�ant. In adjusted returns the di�erene is 25 bp for E-W returnsand less than 5 bp for V-W returns. Again only the E-W di�erene is signi�ant.We also note in panel A that the average size of �rms is inreasing as we move from H toL labor intensity portfolio. Therefore we provide average returns per size ategory in panelsB through D. After sorting by size, average ME indiates that we have e�etively ontrolledfor almost all the variability in average size within Small and Medium ompanies. There ishowever some residual variability in Large ompanies, suggesting that the largest ompaniestend to onentrate towards the Low end of labor intensity.In panel B we observe that average exess returns and adjusted returns are strongly de-reasing in labor intensity for both V-W and E-W portfolios. The H−L return di�erentialis in all ases in the range 30-35 bp per month (3.6% to 4.3% annual), signi�ant in all fourinstanes. In panel C, mid-sized ompanies' exess returns and adjusted returns are dereasingonly in the E-W ase. The H-L di�erential is 14 and 12.5 bp per month respetively (about1.7% and 1.5% annual). In panel D, the H−L adjusted returns di�erential is 3.5 bp/monthboth (EW and VW), i.e. positive but statistially and eonomially not signi�ant.Results using the OAPE proxy in table 6 on�rm these patterns. Without size sorting(Panel A) the relationship between RLI and average returns is present, positive and signi�antin E-W portfolios. The equally weighted DGTW-adjusted H−L return di�erential is about 30bp/month (3.6% annual).In small �rms (Panel B) exess returns and adjusted returns are inreasing in RLI. TheH−L di�erentials are even stronger than in the APE ase: e.g. for adjusted returns thedi�erential is 33 bp (V-W) and 36 bp (E-W) per month. In medium-sized �rms only the E-W14



di�erentials are signi�ant (about 18bp both exess and adjusted returns). In large �rms theH−L di�erenes are small and not signi�ant.To sum up, the portfolio average returns on�rm previous �nidings. RLI does have apositive assoiation with expeted stok returns, but only in small �rms and, to a lesser extent,in medium-sized �rms. In large �rms, the average return di�erentials between high and lowlabor intensity portfolios are positive but not signi�ant (statistially or eonomially).6.4 Time series asset priing tests6.4.1 Long-term analysisIn this setion we will ontinue our analysis on sorted portfolios by running time series assetpriing tests. We will use a standard 4-fator Fama-Frenh-Carhart asset priing model basedon fator data from Kenneth Frenh's webpage. For eah double sorted portfolio we regress theV-W and E-W exess returns on the market exess return, the SMB fator, the HML fatorand the MOM fator. We then analyze the signi�ane of the interept from these regressionsusing Newey-West adjusted SEs (4 lags).Table 7 presents the estimated oe�ients from these regressions. We see on the left panel(E-W returns) that in the Small subsample the interept is positive and statistially signi�ant(61 bp) at the high end of RLI and that it dereases with RLI down to the L portfolio whereit is not signi�ant and lower in magnitude (24 bp). In the Medium subsample the high endof RLI earns a signi�ant alpha of about 17 bp and it dereases down to a not signi�ant 1bp for the L portfolio. Large E-W portfolios have also some signi�ant alphas but with nodisernible monotoni pattern.There seems to be an interesting link between the signi�ane of the alphas and the sig-ni�ane of the HML oe�ient. In e�et, for small and medium-sized �rms the oe�ients'signi�ane either appears for both, or for neither. Also, for all size groups the High RLIend seems to map more positively on the HML fator, onsistent with the idea that B/M is aontrol for operating leverage (see Carlson et al. (2004)).As we move to the V-W portfolios in the right panel, we need to keep in mind that signi�ant15



interepts will beome more rare (see disussion by Fama and Frenh (2008)). We see a leardereasing pattern in the Panel A (Small subsample), where the H−L alpha di�erene amountsto about 34bp. Again the HML mappings are inreasing in RLI. A somewhat similar dereasingpattern of the interept is present in Panel B (Medium sized �rms), but it is muh weaker andnone of the oe�ients are signi�ant. Still within the midap subsample, the HML mappingis again inreasing in RLI. Lastly, in Panel C (Large �rms) on the two lowest RLI portfolioswe see a surprising signi�ant positive alpha as well as a strong negative mapping on the HMLfator. Note that the HML fator is not signi�ant in other portfolios of the Large group.Results in table 8 using the OAPE proxy are onsistent with our APE �ndings. In the E-Wase, Small �rms have a signi�ant interept inreasing in RLI. A similar pattern is observedin the Mid sample, although with lower t-statistis. The Big sample does not have a learpattern of alphas. In the V-W ase, Small �rms have a H−L alpha di�erene of about 29 bp.However, none of the interepts is signi�ant in the Small and Mid samples. Again, the Largesubset earns a surprising positive alpha in the two low RLI portfolios, again aompanied bystrong negative HML mappings.6.4.2 Moving window testsWe now try to identify the periods at whih these abnormal returns are earned. Pinning downthese periods should shed some light on the mehanisms at play. For example, if these returnsare equally spread out over the sample period has a di�erent meaning than if these alphas are�surprise returns� earned at some partiular points in time (e.g. during downturns).One method that allows us to obtain some answers to our questions is to run moving windowregressions of value-weighted returns. We keep our annual sorting and portfolio updatingfrequeny as in the previous ases, but we redue the length of the time series regressions toa moving window. We hose a four year window in order to ensure a su�ient preision ofestimations. We present in �gure 1 the alphas and orresponding t-stats from our experiene,using the APE measure as proxy for relative labor intensity. For eah of the three size groupswe present the top, mid, and bottom quintile RLI portfolios.16



The message from panel A is quite lear-ut. The small size/low RLI portfolio has earnedthe lowest, mostly negative, abnormal returns for most of our sample period. These negativereturns were partiularly signi�ant during the expansionary periods of the late 1980s, late1990s and the 2nd half of 2000s. The only exeptions with positive returns are post-reessionaryperiods of the early 1980s and of the 2000s. At the other extreme, small size/high RLI �rmsearned mostly positive returns, with most signi�ant periods during the expansionary late 1990sand through the mid 2000s. The low labor intensity �rms seem to have negative premiumsdue to their pereived lower risks. The high labor �rms earned their premiums mostly duringthe 1990s and 2000s.We also heked whether these patterns do not re�et a �naning onstraints story. Ine�et, small size/low RLI �rms ould be seen as apital intensive �rms with more pledgeableollateral. Our results (presented in the previous hapter) using several �naning onstraintsproxies show ompletely di�erent patterns of abnormal returns over time. This exludes thehypothesis of RLI piking up �naning onstraints.There are some similarities between the mid-sized �rms in panel B and the small �rmspanel A. The low RLI portfolio in partiular seems to have similar negative spikes or abnormalreturns in normal periods, well in advane of reessions. The high labor intensity portfolioosillates between positive and negative abnormal returns, whih explains why on average thereturn was zero over the whole period.Large �rms in panel C have had muh smaller alphas overall. The High RLI group earnedzero or slightly positive alphas over most of the sample period, with only one negative spikein the late 1990s. The Low RLI group (high assets per employee) has had a similar abnormalreturn pattern in the early 1980s as the Low RLI groups of Small and Mid stoks. The dison-netion ourred in the mid-1990s, where these �rms started to earn mostly positive alphasall the way through the early 2000s. The timing of this break ould indiate that it is relatedwith the appearane of a strong population of high-teh �rms in the 1990s. During that periodinvestors required a higher returns from traditional high asset per employee �rms, in exessof what their systemati risk would warrant. This lasted until the market orretion of 200117



where these abnormal returns disappeared.There are several important points to be made from the time series analyses of portfolioreturns. First, we have doumented further support for H2 in the Small and, in part, theMid-sized groups (espeially with the E-W returns). The additional returns of highly laborintensive small �rms were earned ontinuously over the sample period, and not at a partiularpoint in time. They remain signi�ant even after ontrolling for the Fama-Frenh-Carhartfators. Seond, the mappings on the HML book-to-market fator are inreasing with laborintensity, but they do not ompletely remove the abnormal returns in E-W portfolios. Third,there seems to be a link between the mappings on the HML fator and the signi�ane of theabnormal returns. Spei�ally, in several ases positive abnormal returns in regressions areaompanied by a strikingly di�erent mapping on the HML fator. In short, portfolios sortedon RLI seem to map di�erently on the HML fator, as predited on theoretial grounds (Carl-son et al. (2004)). But after ontrolling for this HML fator mapping, a return disrepanyappears in a 4-fator model.6.5 Industry wage levels and the e�ets of labor intensityWe disussed in setion 2 three mehanisms through whih labor intensity potentially a�ets�rm risk (see hypothesis H1). We now investigate whih of these mehanisms is most likely atplay by separating industries based on their wage level.Ever sine Grilihes (1969) it is widely aepted that apital and unskilled labor are moresubstitutable, whereas apital and skilled labor show omplementarity e�ets (for more reentevidene see Bergström and Panas (1992) and Du�y et al. (2004)). Furthermore Krusell etal. (2000) show that apital-skill omplementarity is entral in explaining the evolution of thewage premium of skilled labor with respet to unskilled labor over the last deades. For ourpurposes we will assume that the industry wage level is a proxy for the importane of skilledlabor and human apital within an industry. It is also likely that labor adjustment osts (e.g.searhing, hiring, and reorganizing) are to some extent proportional to the wage level. High18



wage industries should therefore be also subjet to higher labor adjustment osts.We use data from the U.S. Census Loal Employment Dynamis program to separatehigh and low wage industries. The Quarterly Workfore Indiators (QWI) provide quarterlydata on average monthly worker earnings per state and two-digit SIC industry. We aggregatethese state-level data to obtain a ranking of industries. For a given state and quarter we rankindustries based on average worker earnings. We then average ranks aross quarters and arossstates.2We split our return data in two halves by omparing the industry wage rank to the me-dian rank of all observations. High wage industries (exluding the �nanial servies andutilities) inlude 28 Chemials, 35 Industrial mahinery&equipment, 36 Eletroni&eletriequipment, and 38 Instruments. The low worker earnings industries inlude among others 20Food&kindred, 34 Fabriated metal produts, 33 Primary metals, and 73 Business servies.3We present in table 9 average DGTW-adjusted returns of sorted portfolios, separatinghigh and low wage industries. The �rst observation is that the e�et of relative labor inten-sity is stronger in low wage industries. Using the APE proxy and looking at all �rms, thevalue-weighted return di�erential is 17.5 bp/month for low wage industries, while it is slightlynegative at −6.3 bp for high wage industries. When using the OAPE proxy, the return dif-ferentials are respetively 19.5 bp and −2.4 bp. We note that the low-wage H−L return isstatistially signi�ant only in the OAPE ase.A further inspetion of table 9 reveals that the above e�et of wage level is mostly drivenby the Large subsample (>50th NYSE perentile). For the APE proxy the return di�erentialis 18 bp per month in low wage industries, ompared to −8bp in high wage industries. Forthe OAPE proxy the di�erentials are respetively 21 bp and −4.6bp. The di�erene betweenthe two H−L returns, though eonomially relevant (about 3.1% annual), is in neither asestatistially signi�ant (t-stats of 1.24 for APE and 1.27 for OAPE). Industry wages do alsoa�et the H−L return in the Small sample. This e�et disappears however (atually it slightly2We use a sample omprising ten largest states that have su�ient historial SIC2 worker earnings data inthe QWI database: California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Mihigan, New Jersey, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,Virginia, and Texas.3Our results are not sensitive (in fat, they are slightly improved) if we exlude the very heterogeneousindustry group 73 Business servies. 19



reverses) when using the alternative proxy of labor intensity.Our results, though statistially weak, tend to suggest that labor intensity matters rela-tively more in industries that use more low-skilled labor and that are more likely to fae asubstitutability trade-o� between labor and apital. More importantly, we �nd no evideneindiating that labor intensity risks matter more in high wage industries. Therefore, our resultsast doubt on the idea that it is labor adjustment osts that generate operating risk in laborintensive �rms. Indeed, adjustment osts are more likely to be higher in high wage industries.Similarly, the human apital turnover risk is equally unlikely to be the mehanism at play,given that high-wage industries are very likely those that use more skilled labor. The onlyfoundation of H1 that is not at odds with these results is the wedge between a volatile laborprodutivity and a relatively stiky unit wage.6.6 Finanial leverage and labor intensityOne objetion to our results ould be that operating and �naning deisions are jointly de-termined (see MaKay and Phillips (2005)). If �rms target an overall level of risk through aombination of operating risk and �nanial risk, empirial estimation of the marginal e�etsis hallenging. Gomes and Shmid (2010) disuss why empirial studies of the e�et of �nan-ial leverage on expeted stok returns were inonlusive. As one omponent of risk hanges(exogenously or not), �rms are likely to adjust the other omponents and the overall e�etis ambiguous. For example, Simintzi, Vig and Volpin (2010) show that �rms redue their�nanial risk following inreases the bargaining power of labor.We address this issue in table 10 by additionally sorting the size-RLI portfolios on book�nanial leverage. We de�ne book leverage as the ratio of urrent and long-term debt (�elds�dl� and �dltt�) to book assets (�eld �at�). We de�ne three leverage groups using the 30th andthe 70th perentile. As in previous ases, we set the uto� perentiles annually at the end ofJune from the distribution of all but Small stoks. We only present results using the assetsper employee proxy of RLI, but results using operating assets are very similar.The exess returns and adjusted returns are inreasing with labor intensity in highly lever-20



aged small �rms and the H−L return is signi�antly positive. The relationship is ambiguousin highly leveraged medium and large �rms. At medium levels of leverage the piture is muhlearer. Both exess and adjusted returns are broadly inreasing with labor intensity. Al-though the H−L return is signi�ant only for Small �rms, it is positive also for medium �rms(a modest 4.6 bp/month) and large �rms (almost 13 bp/month). Moreover, the L portfoliosearn a negative adjusted return for all sizes at medium levels of leverage. Lastly, the e�et oflabor intensity is the least present in low leverage �rms. The H−L return is only positive inthe small subsample, and it is not signi�ant. In the large subsample the H−L adjusted returnis almost −23 bp/month (with a t-stat of −1.45).In summary, relative labor intensity seems to a�et returns positively at medium levels of�nanial leverage. This e�et is statistially signi�ant only in the Small subsample. At highlevels of leverage the e�et of labor intensity on adjusted returns is low in the Medium-size andLarge subsample. The measure of relative labor intensity has an even more ambiguous e�etat low levels of leverage. Arguably, �rms that take on very little debt ould do so beause theyfae some other spei� business risk. Our measure of labor intensity fails apture these otherrisks.7 ConlusionIn this paper we attempt to isolate a pure e�et of labor intensity on �rm risk and on stokreturns. We propose to measure labor intensity using two assets-per-employee variables relativeto an industry normal level (measured by the SIC3 median). Based on previous literaturewe provide three alternative rationales for the e�et of labor intensity on �rm risk. First,labor adjustment osts potentially make the labor osts quasi-�xed, resulting in labor induedoperating leverage. Seond, given a higher volatility of labor produtivity ompared to unitwages, labor intensive �rms fae a higher operating risk even if adjustment osts are small.Third, labor intensive �rms fae a relatively higher worker turnover risk, exposing them tolosses of human apital investments during downsizing or voluntary departures.Our proxies apture di�erenes in operating leverage in the small and medium-sized �rms21



subsample. The results in the large �rms subsample are ambiguous. As for individual stokreturns, these are positively related to labor intensity, even after ontrolling for other �rmharateristis like size, B/M of equity, and previous returns. This relationship is again presentin small and medium �rms.Portfolio returns on�rm a strong e�et of RLI for small �rms, and an e�et of RLI onequally weighted returns of mid-ap �rms. In time series regressions of double sorted portfolioreturns, we again �nd evidene for RLI e�ets in Small �rms and Medium �rms. An interestingassoiation appears between HML mappings and exess returns: positive abnormal returns onLarge �rms are aompanied with a partiularly strong mapping on the HML fator. Movingwindow analysis reveals that the Small and Mid-ap abnormal returns were spread out over thesample period, while the abnormal returns on Large �rms were earned during the late 1990s'period of tehnologial hanges. One of the main �ndings of our paper is that the HML B/Mfator seems to pik up some of the RLI di�erenes, but still leaves some abnormal returnspatterns in a 4-fator setting.Our further inspetion of the e�et of industry wage levels reveals that RLI has a strongerin�uene in low-wage industries. This does not speak in favor of the adjustment osts andthe labor turnover rationales of the e�et of RLI. The most plausible rationale is therefore thevolatile produtivity/stiky wages story.Lastly, we ontrol for the �rms' likely trade-o� between operating and �nanial risk. Atmedium levels of �nanial leverage we �nd a positive e�et of RLI on expeted returns. Onthe other hand, the e�et of RLI is ambiguous for �rms with high or low levels of debt.
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Table 1: Desriptive statistisDesriptive statistis of U.S. �rms from the merged Compustat-CRSP database that satisfy our seletionriteria. Assets and market apitalization are in millions of onstant 1994 dollars. We use the CPI to de�atedollar series. ROA is earnings before extraordinary items and interest over total assets. Employees are inthousands. Panel A presents all �rm-years over 1975-2009. Panels B, C, and D present statistis for thetop, middle and bottom quintile groups of �rm-years sorted on relative labor intensity. We use the inverse ofprevious year's assets per employee minus the SIC3 median as proxy of RLI: labor intensive �rms have lowassets per employee relative to the SIC3 median.Mean SD 25th% 50th% 75th%Panel A: All �rms (81953 obs.)Assets (onst. $mil.) 1606.2 9649.3 54.8 169.0 640.7Market ap. (onst. $mil.) 1654.6 9180.2 42.1 150.2 641.6ROA 0.030 0.149 0.015 0.067 0.104M/B assets 1.707 1.235 0.991 1.300 1.927Real sales growth 0.131 0.389 −0.041 0.058 0.197Capex/Assets 0.069 0.073 0.024 0.048 0.087Employees (000s) 9.2 38.8 0.4 1.3 5.0Panel B: Labor intensity sorted, Lowest quintile groupAssets (onst. $mil.) 2589.2 17200.6 62.2 193.5 743.3ROA 0.007 0.176 −0.017 0.057 0.101Real sales growth 0.208 0.525 −0.049 0.086 0.300Capex/Assets 0.065 0.082 0.015 0.036 0.080Panel C: Labor intensity sorted, 3rd quintile groupAssets (onst. $mil.) 1679.1 7774.9 71.7 228.6 899.5ROA 0.040 0.136 0.027 0.071 0.104Real sales growth 0.109 0.335 −0.036 0.053 0.172Capex/Assets 0.068 0.066 0.027 0.050 0.087Panel D: Labor intensity sorted, Highest quintile groupAssets (onst. $mil.) 661.6 3294.3 36.0 91.5 296.6ROA 0.042 0.129 0.021 0.069 0.106Real sales growth 0.108 0.329 −0.042 0.054 0.181Capex/Assets 0.074 0.076 0.029 0.052 0.092
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Table 2: Operating leverage and relative labor intensityWe regress �rms' annual hange of log operating earnings after depreiation on the hange of log sales anda onstant (not presented). We independently sort �rms based on previous year's size and relative laborintensity (RLI). Size groups are de�ned using the 20th and 50th NYSE market apitalization perentiles. RLIis proxied in panel A by assets per employee relative to the SIC3 median (Rel. APE = APE/APESIC3
− 1).Panel B uses operating assets per employee instead. We sort �rms into �ve RLI groups based on previousyear's quintiles. H (L) is the 20% of �rm-years with the highest (lowest) RLI i.e. the least (most) assets peremployee in year t− 1. For eah size-RLI group we run a separate Fama-MaBeth proedure (running aross�rms). We use Compustat �nanial data overing the period 1975 to 2009.H RLI4 RLI3 RLI2 LPanel A: APESmall �rms

∆ln(Sales) 2.247∗∗∗ 2.280∗∗∗ 2.381∗∗∗ 1.999∗∗∗ 1.646∗∗∗

(15.42) (14.22) (15.09) (11.76) (7.93)Avg. R2 0.152 0.157 0.174 0.216 0.258Medium-sized �rms
∆ln(Sales) 1.843∗∗∗ 2.152∗∗∗ 1.680∗∗∗ 1.721∗∗∗ 1.785∗∗∗

(12.26) (9.54) (9.09) (12.26) (12.68)Avg. R2 0.202 0.212 0.160 0.230 0.274Big �rms
∆ln(Sales) 1.349∗∗∗ 1.721∗∗∗ 1.904∗∗∗ 1.856∗∗∗ 1.654∗∗∗

(8.45) (17.19) (16.23) (18.79) (17.01)Avg. R2 0.227 0.253 0.230 0.285 0.306Panel B: OAPESmall �rms
∆ln(Sales) 2.104∗∗∗ 2.405∗∗∗ 2.495∗∗∗ 2.083∗∗∗ 1.733∗∗∗

(13.58) (15.98) (14.93) (11.60) (12.64)
R2 0.152 0.177 0.190 0.198 0.256Medium-sized �rms
∆ln(Sales) 1.571∗∗∗ 2.193∗∗∗ 1.672∗∗∗ 1.717∗∗∗ 1.836∗∗∗

(11.19) (12.19) (10.49) (11.81) (12.19)
R2 0.197 0.223 0.143 0.246 0.256Big �rms
∆ln(Sales) 1.195∗∗∗ 1.790∗∗∗ 1.884∗∗∗ 1.730∗∗∗ 1.779∗∗∗

(6.60) (13.28) (15.10) (14.49) (19.27)
R2 0.197 0.247 0.233 0.269 0.301t statistis in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 3: Individual stok returns and relative labor intensityWe run monthly Fama-MaBeth regressions of stok returns on �rm-level harateristis. Relative laborintensity is proxied by the inverse of assets per employee (Panel A) and operating assets per employee (Panel B),measured relative to the SIC3 median (Rel. APE = APE/APESIC3
− 1). High labor intensity orresponds tolow APE/OAPE. Size is the log of market apitalization, B/M is the log of the Deember book to market equity,Mom2-12 is momentum i.e. the umulative ontinuous return over the months t − 12 to t − 2. Observationsof RHS variables for July t to June t+ 1 are taken as of June t, exept Mom2-12 whih is measured monthly.All variables are winsorized at the upper and lower 1%. Stok returns are from the CRSP Merged database.Regressions are estimated on the period July 1976 to Deember 2009, with an average ross-setion of 1,754�rms. We present average estimates and their t-statistis based on Newey-West adjusted SEs (4 lags).(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)Panel A: Assets per employeeRel. APE −0.112∗∗∗ −0.101∗∗∗ −0.103∗∗∗ −0.098∗∗∗ −0.089∗∗∗

(−4.14) (−3.96) (−3.96) (−3.93) (−3.61)Size −0.064 −0.037
(−1.57) (−0.84)B/M 0.324∗∗∗ 0.281∗∗∗

(3.40) (2.94)Mom2-12 0.011∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗

(5.48) (5.15)Constant 1.290∗∗∗ 1.585∗∗∗ 1.384∗∗∗ 1.131∗∗∗ 1.406∗∗∗

(4.21) (3.49) (4.36) (3.94) (3.25)Avg R2 0.001 0.015 0.011 0.017 0.036Panel A: Operating assets per employeeRel. OAPE −0.117∗∗∗ −0.106∗∗∗ −0.112∗∗∗ −0.098∗∗∗ −0.093∗∗∗

(−4.15) (−4.05) (−4.13) (−3.82) (−3.71)Size −0.064 −0.036
(−1.56) (−0.82)B/M 0.326∗∗∗ 0.284∗∗∗

(3.42) (2.97)Mom2-12 0.011∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗

(5.48) (5.14)Constant 1.292∗∗∗ 1.586∗∗∗ 1.388∗∗∗ 1.133∗∗∗ 1.405∗∗∗

(4.21) (3.50) (4.37) (3.94) (3.25)Avg R2 0.001 0.015 0.011 0.017 0.036t statistis in parentheses (using Newey-West SEs, 4 lags)
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 4: Individual stok returns and relative labor intensity in size subsamplesWe run monthly Fama-MaBeth regressions of stok returns on �rm-level determinants separately for Small,Medium and Big �rms. At the end of June of year t we de�ne three size groups using the 20th and 50thNYSE perentile and keep these assignments for July t to June t + 1. Relative labor intensity is proxied byassets per employee measured relative to the SIC3 median (Rel. APE = APE/APESIC3
−1), Size is the log ofmarket apitalization, B/M is the log of the Deember book to market equity, Mom2-12 is momentum i.e. theumulative ontinuous return over the months t−12 to t−2. Observations of RHS variables for July t to June

t+ 1 are taken as of June t, exept Mom2-12 whih is measured monthly. All variables are winsorized at theupper and lower 1%. Stok returns are from the CRSP Merged database. Regressions are estimated on theperiod July 1976 to Deember 2009. We present average estimates and their t-statistis based on Newey-Westadjusted SEs (4 lags). (1) (2) (3)Small Medium LargeRel. APE −0.113∗∗∗ −0.073∗ −0.028
(−3.95) (−1.71) (−0.72)Size −0.067 0.020 −0.053
(−1.00) (0.24) (−1.05)B/M 0.296∗∗∗ 0.272∗∗ 0.139
(2.88) (2.44) (1.39)Mom2-12 0.011∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗

(6.25) (3.76) (2.49)Constant 1.549∗∗∗ 1.077∗ 1.399∗∗

(3.54) (1.80) (2.52)Avg obs. 895 409 450Avg R2 0.027 0.042 0.068t statistis in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 5: Average returns of double-sorted portfolios by size and relative labor intensity(APE)We onstrut portfolios at the end of June of year t by independently sorting �rms by market apitalizationand by relative labor intensity (RLI). We use these sorts to alulate July t to June t+1 returns. Size groupsare de�ned using the 20th and 50th NYSE market apitalization perentiles. Relative labor intensity is proxiedby assets per employee, measured relative to the SIC3 median (Rel. APE = APE/APESIC3
−1). We sort �rmsinto �ve groups based on the year t − 1 RLI distribution quintiles exluding small �rms. H (L) is the 20% ofobservations with the highest (lowest) RLI i.e. the least (most) assets per employee in year t− 1. The t-statsare based on Newey-West SEs using 4 lags. We alulate exess returns against the risk-free rate (KennethFrenh data) and DGTW-adjusted returns (following Daniel et al. (1997), using Russ Wermers data). Stokreturns are from the Compustat CRSP Merged database, overing the period July 1976 to Deember 2009(402 monthly observations).Exess returns DGTW-adj. returns Avg. Avg. Avg.VW EW VW EW # �rms ME BE/MEPanel A: All �rmsH 0.558 1.087 0.039 0.317 555 865.5 0.497RLI4 0.601 1.025 0.038 0.257 400 1430.5 0.562RLI3 0.416 0.938 −0.075 0.196 345 1990.1 0.587RLI2 0.551 0.861 0.030 0.126 347 2533.1 0.555L 0.468 0.749 −0.007 0.066 354 2872.7 0.504H−L 0.089 0.338 0.046 0.252

t-stat (0.623) (3.735) (0.520) (3.058)Panel B: Small sizeH 1.009 1.289 0.190 0.423 368 65.8 0.766RLI4 1.050 1.302 0.198 0.435 207 77.0 0.837RLI3 1.024 1.177 0.162 0.288 162 79.4 0.867RLI2 0.936 1.072 0.112 0.211 159 81.9 0.864L 0.651 0.949 −0.134 0.130 168 83.2 0.880H−L 0.358 0.340 0.324 0.293
t-stat (3.203) (3.410) (2.961) (2.957)Panel C: Medium sizeH 0.771 0.863 0.032 0.134 106 425.3 0.747RLI4 0.841 0.856 0.045 0.071 99 435.8 0.632RLI3 0.877 0.918 0.147 0.183 86 440.3 0.643RLI2 0.743 0.793 −0.004 0.034 81 440.1 0.657L 0.795 0.721 0.074 0.009 87 442.4 0.614H−L −0.024 0.142 −0.042 0.125
t-stat (−0.164) (1.042) (−0.330) (1.067)Panel D: Large sizeH 0.540 0.682 0.034 0.087 81 5312.7 0.459RLI4 0.576 0.683 0.034 0.061 94 5558.9 0.551RLI3 0.395 0.645 −0.088 0.052 96 6694.2 0.579RLI2 0.546 0.680 0.032 0.079 107 7770.7 0.547L 0.474 0.649 −0.001 0.052 99 9425.2 0.496H−L 0.066 0.033 0.035 0.035
t-stat (0.429) (0.277) (0.366) (0.349)
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Table 6: Average returns of double-sorted portfolios by size and relative labor intensity(OAPE)We onstrut portfolios at the end of June of year t by independently sorting �rms by market apitalization andby relative labor intensity (RLI). We use these sorts to alulate July t to June t+ 1 returns. Size groups arede�ned using the 20th and 50th NYSE market apitalization perentiles. Relative labor intensity is proxied byoperating assets per employee, measured relative to the SIC3 median (Rel. OAPE = OAPE/OAPESIC3
− 1).We sort �rms into �ve groups based on the year t−1 RLI distribution quintiles. H (L) is the 20% of �rm-yearswith the highest (lowest) RLI i.e. the least (most) op. assets per employee in year t− 1. The t-stats are basedon Newey-West SEs using 4 lags. We alulate exess returns against the risk-free rate (Kenneth Frenh data)and DGTW-adjusted returns (following Daniel et al. (1997), using Russ Wermers data). Stok returns arefrom the Compustat CRSP Merged database, overing the period July 1976 to Deember 2009 (402 monthlyobservations). Exess returns DGTW adj. returns Avg. Avg. Avg.VW EW VW EW # �rms ME BE/MEPanel A: All �rmsH 0.521 1.078 0.021 0.318 568 639.8 0.526RLI4 0.560 1.016 0.042 0.254 403 1187.7 0.526RLI3 0.516 0.937 −0.007 0.195 349 1747.2 0.637RLI2 0.556 0.916 0.002 0.175 337 2840.4 0.554L 0.434 0.718 −0.036 0.021 344 3714.2 0.484H−L 0.087 0.360 0.057 0.298

t-stat 0.696 4.426 0.707 4.265 .Panel B: Small sizeH 1.018 1.291 0.209 0.434 380 68.1 0.748RLI4 1.061 1.264 0.212 0.386 213 76.6 0.830RLI3 0.932 1.161 0.072 0.281 164 78.0 0.884RLI2 0.930 1.166 0.108 0.312 149 83.2 0.883L 0.690 0.913 −0.124 0.075 158 81.3 0.903H−L 0.329 0.378 0.333 0.359
t-stat 2.676 3.852 2.831 3.710 .Panel C: Medium sizeH 0.745 0.827 0.025 0.118 112 417.0 0.726RLI4 0.872 0.910 0.084 0.131 99 438.0 0.628RLI3 0.891 0.920 0.158 0.177 89 445.8 0.637RLI2 0.804 0.821 0.017 0.039 79 443.5 0.660L 0.708 0.648 −0.001 −0.061 80 444.6 0.639H−L 0.036 0.178 0.026 0.179
t-stat 0.282 1.388 0.226 1.571 .Panel D: Large sizeH 0.484 0.633 0.012 0.029 75 3972.2 0.484RLI4 0.527 0.666 0.031 0.080 91 4594.3 0.507RLI3 0.497 0.665 −0.020 0.066 96 5922.8 0.635RLI2 0.551 0.732 0.003 0.119 109 8224.7 0.547L 0.431 0.622 −0.034 0.021 106 10887.5 0.475H−L 0.053 0.011 0.046 0.008
t-stat 0.405 0.120 0.488 0.091 .
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Table 7: Time-series regressions of double-sorted portfolios by size and relative labor intensity (APE)We onstrut portfolios at the end of June of year t by independently sorting �rms by market apitalization and by relative labor intensity (RLI). We use thesesorts to alulate July t to June t + 1 returns. The three size groups are de�ned using the 20th and 50th NYSE market apitalization perentiles. Relativelabor intensity is proxied by assets per employee, measured relative to the SIC3 median (Rel. APE = APE/APESIC3

− 1). We sort �rms into �ve groupsbased on the year t − 1 RLI distribution quintiles exluding small �rms. H (L) is the 20% of observations with the highest (lowest) RLI i.e. the least (most)assets per employee in year t− 1. The explanatory variables are from Kenneth Frenh's webpage: Mkt-Rf is the market exess return, SMB is the small minusbig return, HML is the high minus low B/M return, MOM is the momentum fator. Stok returns are from the CRSP Merged database. Regressions areestimated on the period July 1976 to Deember 2009, i.e. 402 monthly observations. We present t-statistis using Newey-West standard errors with 4 lags.Equally-weighted portfolio returns Value-weighted portfolio returnsH RLI4 RLI3 RLI2 L H RLI4 RLI3 RLI2 LPanel A: Small sizeMkt-Rf 0.949∗∗∗ 0.953∗∗∗ 1.030∗∗∗ 1.003∗∗∗ 0.979∗∗∗ 1.007∗∗∗ 1.020∗∗∗ 1.072∗∗∗ 0.987∗∗∗ 1.025∗∗∗

(22.69) (23.31) (23.56) (26.96) (20.79) (40.11) (39.22) (30.82) (31.99) (27.56)SMB 1.082∗∗∗ 1.128∗∗∗ 1.086∗∗∗ 1.247∗∗∗ 1.145∗∗∗ 1.139∗∗∗ 1.248∗∗∗ 1.114∗∗∗ 1.430∗∗∗ 1.126∗∗∗

(13.86) (16.10) (13.90) (19.79) (13.11) (29.93) (29.71) (15.62) (17.36) (16.88)HML 0.181∗∗ 0.161∗∗ 0.255∗∗∗ 0.154∗ 0.121 0.190∗∗∗ 0.162∗∗∗ 0.222∗∗∗ 0.112∗ 0.117∗

(2.27) (2.05) (3.10) (1.94) (1.31) (4.75) (3.38) (4.09) (1.95) (1.71)MOM −0.213∗∗∗ −0.230∗∗∗ −0.267∗∗∗ −0.179∗∗∗ −0.189∗∗∗ −0.049 −0.021 −0.118∗∗ 0.032 −0.050
(−3.25) (−4.01) (−4.15) (−3.81) (−3.34) (−1.52) (−0.68) (−2.33) (0.74) (−1.15)Constant 0.606∗∗∗ 0.624∗∗∗ 0.462∗∗∗ 0.303∗∗ 0.238 0.160∗ 0.155 0.185 −0.010 −0.177
(3.74) (3.98) (2.87) (2.01) (1.49) (1.77) (1.47) (1.46) (−0.09) (−1.51)Panel B: Medium sizeMkt-Rf 1.075∗∗∗ 1.104∗∗∗ 1.107∗∗∗ 1.165∗∗∗ 1.160∗∗∗ 1.054∗∗∗ 1.072∗∗∗ 1.069∗∗∗ 1.137∗∗∗ 1.142∗∗∗

(37.66) (39.34) (45.93) (43.56) (39.40) (33.85) (50.17) (48.95) (46.39) (38.82)SMB 0.779∗∗∗ 0.819∗∗∗ 0.797∗∗∗ 0.840∗∗∗ 0.941∗∗∗ 0.722∗∗∗ 0.820∗∗∗ 0.808∗∗∗ 0.814∗∗∗ 1.014∗∗∗

(8.26) (10.36) (9.62) (10.81) (14.04) (7.72) (14.50) (14.98) (15.86) (19.87)HML 0.146∗∗ 0.190∗∗∗ 0.230∗∗∗ 0.075 −0.051 0.133∗ 0.232∗∗∗ 0.187∗∗∗ 0.101 −0.060
(2.33) (3.80) (3.51) (1.19) (−0.55) (1.78) (4.01) (3.00) (1.22) (−0.57)MOM −0.158∗∗∗ −0.207∗∗∗ −0.171∗∗∗ −0.219∗∗∗ −0.154∗∗∗ −0.017 −0.035 −0.025 −0.044 −0.008

(−4.52) (−4.71) (−4.56) (−6.35) (−3.05) (−0.43) (−1.10) (−0.83) (−0.97) (−0.13)Constant 0.168∗ 0.155 0.181∗ 0.105 0.008 0.005 0.017 0.067 −0.058 −0.030
(1.88) (1.51) (1.77) (1.08) (0.06) (0.06) (0.19) (0.72) (−0.56) (−0.24)Panel C: Large sizeMkt-Rf 1.067∗∗∗ 1.057∗∗∗ 1.052∗∗∗ 1.092∗∗∗ 1.135∗∗∗ 0.964∗∗∗ 0.962∗∗∗ 0.907∗∗∗ 0.948∗∗∗ 1.011∗∗∗

(40.24) (40.15) (36.88) (47.41) (50.86) (35.67) (36.38) (37.90) (41.00) (45.74)SMB 0.160∗∗ 0.154∗∗ 0.140∗∗ 0.222∗∗∗ 0.275∗∗∗ −0.277∗∗∗ −0.154∗∗∗ −0.184∗∗∗ −0.132∗∗∗ −0.070∗

(2.07) (2.38) (2.03) (3.91) (5.91) (−6.74) (−4.43) (−6.33) (−4.43) (−1.68)HML 0.015 0.097 0.125∗∗ 0.010 −0.273∗∗∗ −0.052 0.026 −0.014 −0.125∗∗∗ −0.370∗∗∗

(0.31) (1.63) (2.08) (0.21) (−6.41) (−1.34) (0.36) (−0.37) (−3.45) (−7.67)MOM −0.127∗∗∗ −0.137∗∗∗ −0.137∗∗∗ −0.182∗∗∗ −0.220∗∗∗ 0.018 0.032 −0.003 −0.008 −0.073∗∗

(−3.74) (−5.24) (−4.64) (−6.58) (−6.95) (0.54) (0.92) (−0.11) (−0.26) (−2.19)Constant 0.181∗ 0.165∗ 0.124 0.190∗∗ 0.254∗∗ 0.126 0.093 −0.012 0.148∗∗ 0.163∗

(1.92) (1.95) (1.53) (2.37) (2.54) (1.45) (1.14) (−0.16) (2.06) (1.83)t statistis in parentheses (using Newey-West SEs, 4 lags)
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 8: Time-series regressions of double-sorted portfolios by size and relative labor intensity (OAPE)We onstrut portfolios at the end of June of year t by independently sorting �rms by market apitalization and by relative labor intensity (RLI). We use thesesorts to alulate July t to June t + 1 returns. The three size groups are de�ned using the 20th and 50th NYSE market apitalization perentiles. Relativelabor intensity is proxied by operating assets per employee, measured relative to the SIC3 median (Rel. OAPE = OAPE/OAPESIC3
− 1). We sort �rms into�ve groups based on the year t−1 RLI distribution quintiles exluding small �rms. H (L) is the 20% of observations with the highest (lowest) RLI i.e. the least(most) operating assets per employee in year t− 1. The explanatory variables are from Kenneth Frenh's webpage: Mkt-Rf is the market exess return, SMBis the small minus big return, HML is the high minus low B/M return, MOM is the momentum fator. Stok returns are from the CRSP Merged database.Regressions are estimated on the period July 1976 to Deember 2009, i.e. 402 monthly observations. We present t-statistis using Newey-West standard errorswith 4 lags. Equally-weighted portfolio returns Value-weighted portfolio returnsHigh RLL4 RLL3 RLL2 Low High RLL4 RLL3 RLL2 LowPanel A: Small sizeMkt-Rf 0.942∗∗∗ 0.945∗∗∗ 1.010∗∗∗ 1.022∗∗∗ 0.997∗∗∗ 0.985∗∗∗ 1.018∗∗∗ 1.029∗∗∗ 1.041∗∗∗ 1.050∗∗∗

(23.91) (21.65) (26.54) (24.29) (21.44) (35.95) (38.80) (38.08) (30.95) (25.21)SMB 1.087∗∗∗ 1.129∗∗∗ 1.104∗∗∗ 1.222∗∗∗ 1.155∗∗∗ 1.253∗∗∗ 1.258∗∗∗ 1.160∗∗∗ 1.192∗∗∗ 1.099∗∗∗

(15.64) (15.63) (16.86) (15.59) (11.97) (20.47) (30.97) (29.38) (17.00) (11.00)HML 0.163∗∗ 0.172∗∗ 0.199∗∗∗ 0.203∗∗ 0.147 0.129∗∗∗ 0.187∗∗∗ 0.132∗∗∗ 0.186∗∗∗ 0.197∗∗∗

(2.13) (2.04) (2.92) (2.28) (1.56) (3.16) (4.04) (2.79) (3.23) (2.84)MOM −0.193∗∗∗ −0.228∗∗∗ −0.206∗∗∗ −0.246∗∗∗ −0.251∗∗∗ −0.001 −0.036 0.003 −0.126∗∗∗ −0.085∗

(−3.39) (−3.84) (−3.75) (−4.64) (−3.72) (−0.03) (−1.14) (0.09) (−2.94) (−1.80)Constant 0.601∗∗∗ 0.583∗∗∗ 0.429∗∗∗ 0.423∗∗∗ 0.224 0.137 0.167 0.050 0.106 −0.149
(3.78) (3.72) (2.89) (2.62) (1.35) (1.56) (1.54) (0.46) (0.86) (−1.31)Panel B: Medium sizeMkt-Rf 1.087∗∗∗ 1.107∗∗∗ 1.109∗∗∗ 1.154∗∗∗ 1.165∗∗∗ 1.062∗∗∗ 1.072∗∗∗ 1.077∗∗∗ 1.112∗∗∗ 1.156∗∗∗

(42.98) (41.65) (41.43) (39.98) (38.60) (49.97) (50.97) (41.58) (47.78) (43.16)SMB 0.806∗∗∗ 0.845∗∗∗ 0.778∗∗∗ 0.835∗∗∗ 0.904∗∗∗ 0.811∗∗∗ 0.807∗∗∗ 0.777∗∗∗ 0.839∗∗∗ 0.961∗∗∗

(9.53) (11.94) (9.53) (9.19) (11.29) (13.77) (15.18) (12.77) (16.11) (22.41)HML 0.099∗ 0.212∗∗∗ 0.182∗∗∗ 0.112 −0.018 0.074 0.224∗∗∗ 0.158∗∗ 0.111 0.024
(1.67) (4.06) (3.02) (1.40) (−0.25) (1.20) (3.77) (2.25) (1.35) (0.24)MOM −0.157∗∗∗ −0.187∗∗∗ −0.196∗∗∗ −0.179∗∗∗ −0.196∗∗∗ −0.009 −0.023 −0.050 −0.026 −0.013

(−4.38) (−3.59) (−5.57) (−4.73) (−4.31) (−0.26) (−0.69) (−1.17) (−0.69) (−0.22)Constant 0.135 0.179∗ 0.222∗∗ 0.098 −0.038 −0.033 0.046 0.113 −0.007 −0.135
(1.48) (1.79) (2.09) (0.97) (−0.32) (−0.37) (0.53) (1.10) (−0.07) (−1.15)Panel C: Large sizeMkt-Rf 1.057∗∗∗ 1.085∗∗∗ 1.073∗∗∗ 1.088∗∗∗ 1.102∗∗∗ 1.035∗∗∗ 0.993∗∗∗ 0.929∗∗∗ 0.929∗∗∗ 0.964∗∗∗

(36.87) (41.89) (43.57) (57.35) (40.82) (48.83) (36.68) (43.85) (44.65) (45.14)SMB 0.214∗∗ 0.194∗∗∗ 0.137∗∗ 0.236∗∗∗ 0.186∗∗∗ −0.084 −0.064∗ −0.164∗∗∗ −0.169∗∗∗ −0.154∗∗∗

(2.40) (3.56) (2.19) (5.09) (3.17) (−1.65) (−1.85) (−5.82) (−5.76) (−4.42)HML 0.017 0.048 0.122∗∗ −0.002 −0.204∗∗∗ −0.017 0.016 −0.012 −0.087∗∗ −0.325∗∗∗

(0.33) (1.10) (2.06) (−0.05) (−3.93) (−0.47) (0.44) (−0.32) (−2.51) (−8.95)MOM −0.134∗∗∗ −0.170∗∗∗ −0.137∗∗∗ −0.153∗∗∗ −0.216∗∗∗ −0.014 −0.042∗ 0.041∗∗ 0.062∗∗∗ −0.089∗∗

(−4.12) (−6.34) (−4.25) (−6.83) (−6.10) (−0.53) (−1.87) (2.16) (3.20) (−2.50)Constant 0.127 0.165∗ 0.135∗ 0.224∗∗∗ 0.238∗∗ −0.006 0.061 0.041 0.108∗ 0.161∗

(1.34) (1.87) (1.65) (3.12) (2.51) (−0.08) (0.82) (0.57) (1.87) (1.92)t statistis in parentheses (using Newey-West SEs, 4 lags)
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 9: Adjusted returns of labor intensity sorted portfolios and the e�et of industrywage levelWe present value-weighted and equally weighted adjusted returns following Daniel et al. (1997) and usingRuss Wermers's benhmark data. We use the same sorting methodology based on measures of relative laborintensity (assets per employee and operating assets per employee) as in table 7. In addition we separateportfolios into high and low wage industries using the US Census LED data. The t-stat of the H−L portfolioreturn is based on Newey-West adjusted SEs (4 lags).APE OAPELow wage High wage Low wage High wageVW EW VW EW VW EW VW EWPanel A: All �rmsH 0.136 0.294 0.009 0.357 0.104 0.275 −0.006 0.375RLI4 0.110 0.201 −0.024 0.325 0.034 0.192 0.046 0.329RLI3 −0.070 0.143 −0.036 0.263 0.004 0.138 −0.034 0.262RLI2 0.056 0.098 0.024 0.167 0.136 0.136 −0.031 0.221L −0.040 −0.013 0.072 0.152 −0.091 −0.025 0.018 0.079H−L 0.175 0.307 −0.063 0.206 0.195 0.300 −0.024 0.296
t-stat 1.444 3.321 −0.462 1.880 1.663 3.230 −0.198 3.646Panel B: Small sizeH 0.161 0.388 0.208 0.475 0.143 0.365 0.251 0.522RLI4 0.021 0.336 0.312 0.548 0.085 0.294 0.308 0.482RLI3 0.102 0.260 0.218 0.337 0.053 0.274 0.066 0.314RLI2 0.086 0.121 0.122 0.315 −0.123 0.121 0.275 0.501L −0.267 0.015 −0.025 0.265 −0.147 0.035 −0.077 0.134H−L 0.428 0.373 0.233 0.210 0.290 0.330 0.329 0.388
t-stat 2.872 2.732 1.536 1.571 2.063 2.391 2.020 3.170Panel C: Medium sizeH 0.034 0.141 0.042 0.159 0.017 0.138 0.030 0.123RLI4 −0.022 0.070 0.116 0.093 0.064 0.123 0.123 0.173RLI3 0.157 0.200 0.116 0.170 0.135 0.159 0.143 0.180RLI2 0.056 0.083 −0.081 −0.000 0.106 0.143 −0.036 −0.018L 0.070 −0.010 0.040 0.027 −0.022 −0.099 0.008 −0.009H−L −0.036 0.151 0.002 0.132 0.039 0.237 0.022 0.132
t-stat −0.252 1.102 0.013 0.818 0.275 1.745 0.135 0.855Panel D: Large sizeH 0.150 0.110 0.003 0.091 0.122 0.065 −0.024 0.034RLI4 0.118 0.027 −0.038 0.096 0.022 0.024 0.033 0.151RLI3 −0.096 −0.072 −0.044 0.189 −0.008 −0.049 −0.049 0.205RLI2 0.060 0.092 0.030 0.101 0.148 0.184 −0.028 0.079L −0.030 −0.016 0.083 0.135 −0.089 −0.063 0.023 0.113H−L 0.180 0.126 −0.080 −0.044 0.210 0.128 −0.046 −0.079
t-stat 1.299 0.957 −0.546 −0.351 1.543 1.059 −0.334 −0.802
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Table 10: Returns of labor intensity sorted portfolios and the e�et of �nanial leverageWe present value-weighted exess and adjusted returns (adjustment following Daniel et al. (1997), using RussWermers's data). We use the same sorting methodology based on a measure of relative labor intensity (assetsper employee) and size as in table 7. In addition we independently sort stoks into high, medium and low�nanial leverage using the 30th and 70th perentiles. We de�ne �nanial leverage as long-term debt and debtin urrent liabilities divided by total assets. The t-stat of the H−L portfolio return is based on Newey-Westadjusted SEs (4 lags). Exess returns, VW DGTW adj. returns, VWHi Lev Mid Lev Lo Lev Hi Lev Mid Lev Lo LevPanel A: Small sizeH 0.933 1.100 0.977 0.096 0.263 0.181RLI4 0.962 1.124 1.060 0.096 0.243 0.258RLI3 0.979 1.082 0.986 0.063 0.173 0.197RLI2 0.949 0.907 0.836 0.150 0.012 0.080L 0.497 0.633 0.799 −0.344 −0.172 0.069H−L 0.436 0.467 0.178 0.440 0.436 0.113
t-stat 2.486 2.859 1.033 2.514 2.733 0.655Panel B: Medium sizeH 0.814 0.763 0.770 0.084 0.004 0.017RLI4 0.873 0.940 0.693 0.013 0.139 −0.045RLI3 0.880 0.864 0.795 0.118 0.099 0.141RLI2 0.946 0.878 0.404 0.139 0.096 −0.240L 0.894 0.709 0.673 0.106 −0.043 0.046H−L −0.080 0.054 0.097 −0.022 0.046 −0.028
t-stat −0.373 0.271 0.465 −0.107 0.259 −0.147Panel C: Large sizeH 0.520 0.602 0.416 −0.063 0.075 −0.041RLI4 0.729 0.605 0.582 0.141 0.014 0.080RLI3 0.276 0.484 0.505 −0.149 −0.078 0.073RLI2 0.554 0.592 0.478 −0.046 0.093 −0.020L 0.330 0.422 0.739 −0.095 −0.054 0.187H−L 0.189 0.180 −0.323 0.032 0.129 −0.228
t-stat 1.107 0.960 −1.492 0.215 0.848 −1.450
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Figure 1: Moving-window abnormal returns of double-sorted portfolios by size andrelative labor intensity.We regress value-weighted monthly exess returns of double-sorted portfolios on four Fama-Frenh-Carhart fators (Kenneth Frenh data). The sorting proedure is desribed in table 7. For eah sizegroup we present the top, middle and bottom quintiles of relative labor intensity (proxied by relativeassets per employee). The t-stats are based on Newey-West SEs (4 lags). Shaded areas are NBERreession months. Alpha t-stat of AlphaPanel A: Small �rms
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